
CSE252a – Computer Vision – Assignment 3
Instructor: Prof. David Kriegman.

Revision 2

Instructions:

• This assignment should be solved, and written up in groups of 2. Work alone only if you can
not find a partner. No groups of 3 are allowed.

• Attempt all questions

• Submit your assignment electronically by email to obeijbom@cs.ucsd.edu with the subject line
CSE252 Assignment 3. The email should have two files attached.

1. A pdf file with your writeup. This should have all code attached in the appendix. Name
this file: CSE 252 hw3 writeup lastname1 lastname2.pdf.

2. A compressed archive with all your matlab code files. Name this file:
CSE 252 hw3 code lastname1 lastname2.zip.

The code is thus be attached both as text in the writeup appendix and as m-files in the
compressed archive.

• Please make this a proper report, with methods, thoughts, comments and discussions. All
code should be tucked away in an appendix.

• No physical hand-in for this assignment.

• You may do problems on pen an paper, just scan and include in the writeup pdf file.

• In general, MATLAB code does not have to be efficient. Focus on clarity, correctness and
function here, and we can worry about speed in another course.

Problem 1. Epipolar Geometry [3pts]

Consider two cameras whose image planes are the z=1 plane, and whose focal points are at (−15, 0, 0)
and (15, 0, 0). Well call a point in the first camera (x, y), and a point in the second camera (u, v).
Points in each camera are relative to the camera center. So, for example if (x, y) = (0, 0), this is
really the point (−15, 0, 1) in world coordinates, while if (u, v) = (0, 0) this is the point (15, 0, 1).

Figure 1: Problem 1 Setup

a) Suppose the points (x, y) = (6, 6) is matched with disparity of 5 to the point (u, v) = (1, 6).
What is the 3D location of this point?
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b) Consider points that lie on the line x+ z = 0, y = 0. Use the same stereo set up as before. Write
an analytic expression giving the disparity of a point on this line after it projects onto the two
images, as a function of its position in the right image. So your expression should only involve
the variables u and d (for disparity). Your expression only needs to be valid for points on the
line that are in front of the cameras, i.e. with z > 1

Problem 2. NCC [2pts]

Show that maximizing the Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC)
∑

i,j W̃1(i, j) ·W̃2(i, j) is equivalent

to minimizing the Normalized Sum Squared Distance (NSSD)
∑

i,j |W̃1(i, j) − W̃2(i, j)|2, where

W̃ =
W − W̄√

(
∑

k,l(W (k, l)− W̄ )2
is a mean-shifted and normalized version of the window.

Hint: Express cNCC and cNSSD in terms of the vectors w̃1 = W̃1(:) and w̃2 = W̃2(:). Thus,
cNCC = w̃T

1 w̃2 and cNSSD = (w̃1 − w̃2)T (w̃1 − w̃2)

Problem 3. Sparse Stereo Matching [10pts]

In this problem we will play around with sparse stereo mathing methods. You will work on two
image pairs, a warrior figure and a figure from the Matrix movies (warrior2.mat and matrix2.mat).
These files both contain two images, two camera matrices, and set sets of corresponding points
(extracted by manually clicking the images).

For illustration, I have run my code on a third image pair (dino2.mat). This data is also provided
on the webpage for you to debug your code, but you should only report results on warrior and matrix.
In other words, where I include one (or a pair) of images in the assignment below, you will provide
the same thing but for BOTH matrix and warrior. Note that the matrix image pair is ‘harder’, in
the sense that the matching algorihtms we are implementing will not work quite as well. You should
expect good results, however, on warrior.

To make the TA extra happy, use the following MATLAB commands: set(0,’DefaultLineMarkerSize’,
16); set(0, ’DefaultLineLineWidth’, 2); set(gcf, ’Color’, [1 1 1]);.

Corner Detection [2pts]

The first thing we need to do is to build a corner detector. This should be done according to
http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/fa11/cse252A-a/lec13.pdf. Your file should be named Cor-
nerDetect.m, and take as input

corners = CornerDetect(Image, nCorners, smoothSTD, windowSize)

where smoothSTD is the standard deviation of the smoothing kernel, and windowSize the size of
the smoothing window. In the lecture the corner detector was implemented using a hard threshold.
Do not do that but instead return the nCorners strongest corners after non-maximum suppression.
This way you can control exactly how many corners are returned.

Run your code on all four images (with nCorners = 20) and show outputs as in fig. 2

SSD matching [1pts]

Write a function SSDmatch.m that implements the SSD matching algorithm for two input windows.
Include this code in your report (in appendix as usual).
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Figure 2: Result of corner detection

Naive matching [2pts]

Equipped with the corner detector and the SSD matching code, we are ready to start finding cor-
respondances. One naive strategy is to try and find the best match between the two sets of corner
points. Write a script that does this, namely, for each corner in image1, find the best match from
the detected corners in image2 (or, if the SSD match score is too low, then return no match for that
point). You will have to figure out a good threshold (SSDth) value by experimentation. Write a
function naiveCorrespondanceMatching.m and call it as below. I only want you to use 10 corners
so that the figure is readable in the report, but experiment with larger numbers! naiveCorrespon-
danceMatching.m will call your SSD mathching code. Include a figure like fig. 3 in your report. The
parameter ’R’ below, is the radius of the patch used for matching.

ncorners = 10;
corners1 = CornerDetect(I1, ncorners, smoothSTD, windowSize));
corners2 = CornerDetect(I2, ncorners, smoothSTD, windowSize));
[I, corsSSD] = naiveCorrespondanceMatching(I1, I2, corners1, corners2, R, SSDth);

Figure 3: Result of naive matching procedure
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Epipolar geometry [1pts]

Using the provided fund.m together with the provided points cor1, and cor2, calculate the funda-
mental matrix, and then plot the epipolar lines in both images pairs as shown below. Plot the points
and make sure the epipolar lines go through them. Show your output as in fig. 4. You might find
the supplied linePts.m function when you are working with epipolar lines.

Figure 4: Epiploar lines

Epipolar geometry based matching [2pts]

We will now use the epipolar geometry to build a better matching algorithm. First, detect 10 corners
in Image1. Then, for each corner, do a linesearch along the corresponding epipolar line in Image2.
Evaluate the SSD score for each point along this line and return the best match (or no match if all
scores are below the SSDth). R is the radius (size) of the SSD patch in the code below. You do not
have to run this in ‘both directions’, but only as indicated in the code below.

ncorners = 10;
F = fund(cor1, cor2);
corners1 = CornerDetect(I1, ncorners, smoothSTD, windowSize));
corsSSD = correspondanceMatchingLine( I1, I2, corners1, F, R, SSDth);

Your resulting plots should look like fig. 5.

Figure 5: Result of epipolar matching procedure
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Triangulation [2pts]

Now that you have found correspondences between the pairs of images we can triangulate the
corresponding 3D points. Since we do not enforce the ordering constraint the correspondences you
have found are likely to be noisy and to contain a fair amount of outliers. Using the provided camera
matrices you will triangulate a 3D point for each corresponding pair of points. Then by reprojecting
the 3D points you will be able to find most of the outliers.

You should implement the linear triangulation method described in lecture (supplementary ma-
terial on this subject is available here: http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/fa11/cse252A-a/hw3/
linear_triangulation.pdf). P1 and P2 below are the camera matrices.

Also write a function, findOutliers.m, that back-projects the world points to Image2, and then
determines which points are outliers and inliers respectively. For this purpose, we will call a point
an outlier if the distance between the true location, and the back-projection is more than 20 pixels.

outlierTH = 20;
F = fund(cor1, cor2);
ncorners = 50;
corners1 = CornerDetect(I1, ncorners, smoothSTD, windowSize));
corsSSD = correspondanceMatchingLine( I1, I2, corners1, F, R, SSDth);
points3D = triangulate(corsSSD, P1, P2);
[ inlier, outlier ] = findOutliers(points3D, P2, outlierTH, corsSSD);

Display your results by showing, for image2, the original points in black circler, the inliers as
blue plus signs, and the outliers as red plus signs, as shown in fig. 6. Compare this outlierplot with
fig. 5. Does the detected outliers correspond to false matches?

Optional: Plot a point cloud! Now that you have the 3D positions of your inlier correspondences
you can plot a point cloud. However, since the number of inlier correspondences is probably low
your point cloud will be sparse and it will be hard to identify a structure. If you would really like
to get a dense point cloud, more images with projection matrices can be found at http://www.

cs.washington.edu/homes/furukawa/research/mview/index.html. You can create partial point
clouds between pairs of images. Since all the projection matrices are known you can merge your
partial point clouds to make a dense one.

Good luck!
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Figure 6: Result of back propagation.
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